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ABSTRACT
Young protostars embedded in circumstellar discs accrete from an angular momentum rich
mass reservoir. Without some braking mechanism, all stars should be spinning at or near
breakup velocity. In this paper, we perform simulations of the self-gravitational collapse of
an isothermal cloud using the ORION adaptive-mesh refinement code and investigate the role
that gravitational torques might play in the spin-down of the dense central object. While
magnetic effects likely dominate for low-mass stars, high-mass and Population III stars might
be less well magnetized. We find that gravitational torques alone prevent the central object
from spinning up to more than half of its breakup velocity, because higher rotation rates lead
to bar-like deformations that enable efficient angular momentum transfer to the surrounding
medium. We also find that the long-term spin evolution of the central object is dictated by the
properties of the surrounding disc. In particular, spiral modes with the azimuthal wavenumber
m = 2 couple more effectively to its spin than the lopsided m = 1 mode, which was found to
inhibit spin evolution. We suggest that even in the absence of magnetic fields, gravitational
torques may provide an upper limit on stellar spin, and that moderately massive circumstellar
discs can cause long-term spin-down.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – hydrodynamics – methods: numerical – stars: proto-
stars – stars: rotation.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
One of the unsolved problems in the physics of star formation is
the spin of protostars (Bodenheimer 1995). The observed specific
angular momentum of molecular clouds typically exceeds that of
stars by as much as four orders of magnitude (Goodman et al. 1993).
Most of the modern attempts at explaining the removal of excess
angular momentum from the protostar invoke magnetic torques or
magnetic stellar winds (e.g. Matt & Pudritz 2005, 2008; Matt et al.
2010, and references therein). Although some theoretical studies
on the effect of purely hydrodynamic star–disc interactions on stel-
lar spin have been carried out (Yuan & Cassen 1985; Popham &
Narayan 1991; Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1993; Glatzel & Obach 1999),
non-magnetic mechanisms have largely been neglected. However,
there may exist situations where magnetic fields are unavailable to
remove angular momentum.
Population III stars have long been thought to be unmagnetized
due to both the absence of seed fields and the high temperatures
required to maintain a sufficient ionization fraction in metal-free
E-mail: mkl23@cam.ac.uk (M-KL); krumholz@ucolick.org (MRK);
kkratter@cfa.harvard.edu (KMK)
gas (Tan & McKee 2004). However, these ideas have recently been
challenged (Federrath et al. 2011; Schleicher et al. 2011), and the
issue remains unresolved. Recent simulations suggest that without
the action of magnetic fields or gravitational torques, the first stars
might reach near breakup velocities (Stacy, Bromm & Loeb 2011).
Even for present-day massive star formation, it is unclear whether
the magnetic mechanisms normally invoked to regulate stellar spins
are applicable. Massive stars form with much higher accretion
rates than low-mass ones, and their discs tend to be dominated
by gravitational rather than magnetic angular momentum transport
mechanisms (Krumholz, Klein & McKee 2007; Kratter, Matzner &
Krumholz 2008; Krumholz et al. 2009; Hennebelle et al. 2011; Pe-
ters et al. 2011). Naively inserting the high accretion rates typical of
massive star formation into the models most commonly adopted to
explain T Tauri star spin rates (e.g. Matt & Pudritz 2008) yields the
conclusion that massive stars should be spinning at breakup velocity
(Rosen, Krumholz & Ramirez-Ruiz, in preparation) , in contrast to
observed stellar spins (Wolff et al. 2006). Recent observations of
discs around young B stars are also consistent with non-magnetized
accretion columns, in contrast to their lower mass counterparts (Eis-
ner et al. 2010). Thus, non-magnetic braking mechanisms are also
of interest for limiting stellar spin. Since the most general shape a
protostar can have is triaxial, gravitational torques from a protostar
acting on its surroundings should be explored.
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Star–disc interactions 581
Gravitational torques as an important means of angular momen-
tum transport have been proposed to solve the angular momentum
problem of cloud cores in an analytic work by Fisher (2004) and a
numerical study by Jappsen & Klessen (2004). However, these au-
thors consider multiple stellar systems. Instead, the simpler problem
we consider – that of a single object interacting with its surround-
ings – is closer to the setup envisioned by Yuan & Cassen (1985).
Using existing theories, they discussed how the spin angular mo-
mentum of a protostar may be regulated by the circumstellar disc.
If the protostar rotates rapidly, it may be subject to instability and
become triaxial. It will then exert a torque on the disc, allowing
the protostar to transfer angular momentum to the disc. To the best
of our knowledge, no numerical simulations similar to Yuan &
Cassen’s problem have yet been undertaken. However, transport of
angular momentum via gravitational torques has been observed in
simulations focusing on the first core phase of star formation (Bate
1998; Saigo & Tomisaka 2006; Saigo, Tomisaka & Matsumoto
2008; Saigo & Tomisaka 2011).
In this work, we present calculations of the collapse of an isother-
mal sphere and study the role of gravitational torques acting on the
central object to remove its spin angular momentum. By modelling
the central object as a finite-volume fluid body, we demonstrate
through simple numerical experiments that its spin can be limited
by its deformation and the gravitational interaction with the sur-
rounding medium. In addition, we find that long-term spin-down is
possible if the surrounding disc develops m = 2 spiral modes, but
spin evolution is inhibited if the disc develops significant m = 1
non-axisymmetry.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our
model setup and numerical method. We define diagnostic measures
in Section 3. We compare and contrast two simulations in Section 4,
pointing out important correlations between disc modes and spin-
down. We discuss several important caveats to our conclusions in
Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss implications of our results on
protostellar spins and stellar evolution.
2 STAR–DISC MODEL
We consider the collapse of a cloud leading to the formation of
a dense central object surrounded by a disc. For convenience, we
will use ‘star’ and ‘stellar’ to refer to the central object and its
properties, respectively, even though the problem as we set it up
is fully dimensionless, so the central object does not necessarily
correspond to the physical size or internal structure of a real star.
We discuss this issue further in Section 2.2.
The system has mass Msys = Md + M∗, where Md and M∗ are
the disc and stellar masses, respectively. A recent numerical study
(Kratter et al. 2010) shows that discs formed via this idealized col-
lapse are characterized by two dimensionless parameters describing
its mass accretion and rotation rates.
The accretion of material on to the disc from the cloud is described
by the parameter ξ :
ξ ≡ G
˙M
c3iso
, (1)
where ˙M is the mass-accretion rate and ciso is the isothermal sound
speed. The cloud rotation, responsible for disc formation, is de-
scribed by the parameter :
 ≡
˙M
Msysk
, (2)
where k is the Keplerian orbital frequency of the material joining
the system from the cloud, assumed to occur at the cylindrical radius
Rk such that 2k = GMsys/R3k. It can be shown that
Rk = ξ 1/32/3cisot = h2ξcisot, (3)
where Msys = ˙Mt has been used, t is the elapsed time and h is
the disc aspect ratio at Rk. In this work, we specify h instead of 
directly.
The system is modelled as a single, non-magnetic, inviscid and
self-gravitating fluid with the density ρ, pressure P, velocity v and
gravitational potential . Its evolution is governed by the usual
Euler equations and the Poisson equation. To distinguish the central
object or star, the pressure is calculated via a barotropic equation of
state (EOS)
P = c2isoργ1
[
1 +
(
ρ
ρ∗
)γ2−γ1]
, (4)
where γ 1 = 1.000 01, γ 2 = 5/3 and ρ∗ is a fixed transition density
defined below.
This EOS mimics star formation by halting gravitational col-
lapse. For ρ  ρ∗, the fluid collapses isothermally. As the collapse
proceeds, the cloud’s central density increases. When ρ  ρ∗, P ∝
ρ5/3 and further collapse is prevented by the increased pressure.
The central object is then effectively a polytrope with the poly-
tropic index n = 3/2. Because it has finite volume, it can deform.
The resulting non-axisymmetric object may then be spun down due
to gravitational torques from the external, lower density disc.
2.1 Initial conditions
The system is initially an isothermal sphere of radius rc. For r ≥
r∗ ≡ qrc, where r is the spherical radius and q is a dimensionless
parameter, the initial density is
ρ0(r) = Ac
2
iso
4πGr2
, r ≥ r∗. (5)
The dimensionless parameter A relates to the accretion rate ξ , and
we use tabulated values of A–ξ pairs from Shu (1977). The spherical
region r ≤ r∗ is designated as the initial star. We set ρ∗ = ρ0(r∗)
and ρ0(r < r∗) = ρ∗.
The cloud is initialized with an azimuthal velocity
vφ = 2Acisoh ×
{
R/r∗ R ≤ r∗
1 R > r∗,
(6)
where R is the cylindrical radius. The initial star has solid-body
rotation and is below the breakup speed at its equatorial plane
but faster than the rest of the core. The latter may bias angular
momentum loss from the star to the disc, because if the star becomes
triaxial, the pattern speed of the stellar potential felt by the disc may
be naturally higher than the disc rotation frequency, exciting trailing
spiral density waves in the disc.
Apart from the small region r ≤ qrc, the initial conditions here
are identical to that of Kratter et al. (2010). Our motivation for this
setup is the same as in that paper: this setup produces a collapse
in which the dimensionless parameters ξ and  remain fixed and
thus produce a particularly clean numerical experiment for studying
the behaviour as a function of ξ and . A real protostellar core, of
course, will not follow this simple structure, and ξ and  will vary
as the core accretes. However, this variation will generally be on
time-scales that are long compared to the disc orbital period (e.g.
see Kratter et al. 2008; Offner et al. 2010) and we may therefore, to
first order, think of the system as simply proceeding through a series
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of quasi-equilibrium states with fixed ξ and . Thus, experiments
at given ξ and  provide valuable insight.
It should be noted, though, that in the idealized collapse described
by constant ξ and , the central star is a point mass that can neither
gain nor lose angular momentum, whereas in our problem, it can
freely exchange angular momentum with the disc. This effect is
neglected in simple collapse models, so our cores may evolve away
from it. With this in mind, it is best to regard ξ and  as initialization
parameters.
2.2 Dimensionality and physical scales
As in the self-similar collapse of Shu (1977) and Kratter et al.
(2010), the problem we have specified is fully dimensionless,
and so we report our results in terms of non-dimensional num-
bers. In the evolutionary plots shown below, time is scaled by
τ ≡ 2πq(rc/ciso)
√
3/A, which is the Keplerian orbital period at
r = qrc.
Because our problem is dimensionless, we can scale our simula-
tions to apply to a range of physical systems, in the context of low-
and high-mass star formation (and possibly even gaseous planet
formation). However, there is one caveat: the dynamic range we
are able to achieve in our simulation is much less than the dynamic
range involved in the formation of a real star (r ∼ 1011 cm) from a
real protostellar core (r ∼ 1017 cm). Even with adaptive-mesh re-
finement, we achieve a dynamic range of ∼104, not ∼106. If one
wishes to scale our dimensionless experiments to physical scales,
one may think of doing so in two ways that give a dynamic range
comparable to what we achieve.
First, one could envision that we are studying the collapse of a
protostellar core leading up to the formation of the first hydrostatic
core that is ∼5 au in size (Masunaga, Miyama & Inutsuka 1998).
Alternatively, one could envision that the size of our central object
is the size of a star, but that we are simulating the evolution only
of the inner ∼1015 cm of the core that surrounds it. However, there
is no evidence that the physical effects we identify depend in the
slightest on the dynamic range of the simulations.
2.3 Numerics
The hydrodynamic equations are evolved using the Godunov-type
ORION code (Truelove et al. 1998; Klein 1999; Fisher 2002) in Carte-
sian coordinates (x, y, z). The computational domain is a cube of
length L = 4rc. ORION offers adaptive-mesh refinement, a key advan-
tage for the multiscale flow considered here. We do not make use of
ORION’s sink particle or radiative transfer capabilities in this study.
We use a base grid of 1283 with six levels of refinement, giving the
highest effective resolution of 81923.
A characteristic length-scale for self-gravitating problems is the
Jeans length,
λJ = cs
√
π
Gρ
, (7)
where cs =
√
dP/dρ is the density-dependent sound speed. For a
grid spacing δx, a measure of resolution is δx/λJ. Our EOS gives
λJ
δx
= ciso
δx
√
π
Gρ
×
[
1 + 5
3
(
ρ
ρ∗
)2/3]1/2
. (8)
For example, if ρ/ρ∗ ∼ 10, then the linear resolution is a factor of
∼3 better than it would be for gas of the same density obeying an
isothermal EOS.
Table 1. Definition of stellar measurements.
Name Symbol Definition
Mass M∗
∫
ρdV
Position x∗
∫
xρdV /M∗
Velocity v∗
∫
vρdV /M∗
Rotation radius S∗ [∫ (x2 + y2)ρdV/M∗ ]1/2
Orbital angular momentum jo x∗ ∧ v∗ · zˆ
Spin angular momentum js
∫
ρx ∧ v · zˆdV /M∗
Spin frequency s js/S2∗
Breakup frequency b
√
GM∗/S3∗
KE-to-PE ratio T/|W| ∫ ρ|v|2dV /| ∫ ρdV |
We use a Jeans number NJ = 8 to define the maximum resolvable
density
ρJ ≡
(
ciso
NJδx
√
π
G
)2
, (9)
and we refine if ρ > ρJ at each grid level. Note the above is the
isothermal Jeans density, which is smaller than the true Jeans density
based on our EOS. Thus, using ρJ as defined above is a conservative
approach. To ensure the star–disc interface is resolved, we also
refine if ρ > 0.5ρ∗. We also refine to the highest level within the
theoretical disc radius Rk and within one scaleheight in z.
3 D I AGNOSTI CS
In this section, we define the diagnostic tools used to interpret
our results. Measurements of the star are summarized in Table 1,
where integrals are taken over the region ρ ≥ ρ∗ (dV is the volume
element); symbols preceded by  are relative to the star; ‘KE’ and
‘PE’ stand for kinetic and potential energies, respectively. Note that
 is the gravitational potential due to all of the fluid.
We regard fluid with ρ ≥ ρ∗ as stellar. The star has the position
and velocity x∗ and v∗, respectively. The stellar spin angular mo-
mentum is defined with the position and velocities of fluid elements
with respect to x∗ and v∗. The stellar rotation radius S∗ is defined
from its moment of inertia and is used to define stellar spin and
breakup frequencies. S∗ is not to be confused with the stellar sur-
face where ρ = ρ∗, which is typically larger than S∗ and generally
non-axisymmetric. We use 〈r∗〉 to denote the average radius in the
star’s equatorial plane where ρ = ρ∗.
The evolution of the star’s angular momenta is strongly influenced
by the fluid external to the star. The properties of the fluid are
measured in cylindrical coordinates (R, φ, z) centred on the star
with velocities relative to v∗. We take the vertical direction of the
cylindrical coordinates to be parallel to the vertical (z) direction of
the inertial frame, assumed to be aligned with the stellar spin axis.
The disc mass Md is defined to be the difference between the total
mass within a cylinder of radius Rk, thickness 2hRk, centred about
the star, and mass M∗. The disc mass is only defined when the mass
within this cylinder exceeds M∗.
For simplicity, we integrate the external fluid vertically over a
slab of constant thickness and work with the surface density  ≡∫
ρdz and vertically averaged velocity U , where
U = 1

∫
ρ(v − v∗) dz. (10)
Our results are insensitive to the extent of vertical integration and
in fact also insensitive to whether we use relative velocities or those
in the inertial frame.
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Non-axisymmetric modes in the surface density of the external
fluid can be found via Fourier analysis defined by
am(R) ≡
∫
(R, φ) exp (−imφ) dφ, (11)
where am(R) is the radius-dependent amplitude and m is the az-
imuthal wavenumber. The integrated amplitude Cm =
∫
amdR is
used as a global measure of mode amplitudes. This integration ex-
cludes the star.
The relevant angular momentum fluxes for this problem are
FA = RUφUR, (12)
FR = RδUφδUR, (13)
FG =
∫
dz∂R∂φ/4πG, (14)
where FA is the flux associated with large-scale advection, FR is the
flux due to Reynolds stresses and δ here denotes deviations from
azimuthally averaged values. FG is the angular momentum flux
associated with self-gravitational torques (Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs
1972). These fluxes can be converted into α viscosities denoted by
αA,αR and αG, respectively, for example,
αG = FG
/〈
R
∣∣∣∣d lnd lnR
∣∣∣∣c2iso
〉
φ
, (15)
and similarly for αA and αR.  ≡ Uφ /R is the angular velocity and
〈 · 〉φ denotes an azimuthal average.
It is important to regard the α viscosities above simply as non-
dimensionalized fluxes rather than the viscosity coefficient in accre-
tion disc models (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973, which would impose
0 ≤ α  1). A positive flux out of the star indicates spin angular
momentum loss. To ensure that this angular momentum loss is phys-
ical rather than numerical (since ORION does not exactly conserve
angular momentum), we can compare the physical α viscosities
we measure with the effective numerical viscosity, denoted by αN,
measured for the ORION code by Krumholz, McKee & Klein (2004).
It will also be useful to consider mass-accretion rates. To measure
the ξ parameter from our simulations, we define
ξsim ≡ G
c3iso
d
dt
(M∗ + Md) . (16)
Although this is the most natural definition, because frequent sim-
ulation output is not practical due to the large data sizes involved,
the numerical time-derivative only gives an estimate. Nevertheless,
we find that the mass-accretion rate is consistent with the behaviour
of stellar spin.
4 R ESULTS
We study the evolution of the star’s spin in two cases. In Case 1, we
consider initial conditions leading to a large disc-to-star mass ratio.
For our comparison (Case 2) run, we consider initial conditions
which lead to a smaller disc-to-star mass ratio. We shall see that on
the overall simulated time-scale, the massive disc (Case 1) is less
efficient at spinning down the star than its lower mass counterpart
(Case 2) due to different azimuthal spiral modes dominating the
angular momentum transport.
Before discussing our two cases, we should mention an impor-
tant constraint on our parameter choices. Kratter et al. (2010) have
established the ranges in parameter space for which disc fragmen-
tation is or is not expected. We limit ourselves to values of ξ and
 such that the disc will be non-fragmenting within the simulation.
We do so in order to render the numerical experiment as clean and
easy to interpret as possible.
Massive stars form with high accretion rates that do tend to
produce gravitationally-unstable, fragmenting discs (Kratter &
Matzner 2006; Krumholz et al. 2007, 2009; Kratter et al. 2008;
Peters et al. 2010; Hennebelle et al. 2011). However, protostellar
discs are heated by the central star and by viscous dissipation, both
of which increase at smaller radii, so that fragmentation generally
occurs only outside ∼100 au. Since it is the angular momentum
flux out of the star to the disc that counts, it is the inner disc that is
important for star–disc angular momentum exchange. This means
that our choice to limit ourselves to the non-fragmenting part of
parameter space does not prevent us from applying our models to
massive protostars and their discs.
4.1 Case 1
This case has parameters ξ = 5.58 (A = 4.0), h = 0.1 and q = 0.005.
We start measurements after the star is sufficiently resolved at the
finest grid level. The radius 〈r∗〉 is typically resolved by at least 20
cells.
4.1.1 Self-limited spin-up
We first describe the early evolution 4 ≤ t ≤ 11, when the disc mass
is insignificant compared to the stellar mass. Figs 1 and 2 show
snapshots of the density field and the evolution of stellar properties,
respectively.
At t  6.2, the star spins up with a rapid increase in js,s/b
and T/|W| as it accretes material and angular momentum. Because
s = js/S2∗, spin-up can occur because of decreasing S∗, but our EOS
inhibits further collapse when ρ  ρ∗. Hence, the spin-up is due
to accretion, as expected for initial collapse. As it spins up, the star
deforms into a bar-like object (Fig. 1, t = 6.66). The bar-shaped star
exerts a positive gravitational torque on the surrounding material
because it spins faster than the surrounding material, producing
spiral arms in the latter (Fig. 1, t = 7.23). This counteracts the
increase in stellar spin angular momentum due to the accretion of
material, resulting in an approximately constant js during 6.2 t 
7.7.
From t = 8–10, spiral arms are always present in the external fluid
(e.g. Fig. 1, t = 9.25) and Fig. 2 shows that js is decreasing during
this time-interval. This indicates spin angular momentum loss due
to the negative torque exerted on the star by the prominent spiral
arms. Thus, the initial spin-up is limited by the increasing spin-
down torque from the external fluid as the star becomes deformed
into a non-axisymmetric, m = 2 object. Note in Fig. 2 that |jo| 
|js| so the star is essentially fixed in the x–y plane in the inertial
frame. However, note that the increase in jo at t = 9.4 coincides
with when js and s/b stop decreasing. This suggests that orbital
motion hinders spin-down.
Fig. 3 compares the angular momentum fluxes at t = 9.25, when
js is decreasing.1 The rise in gravity flux towards the average stellar
surface, to αG ∼ 0.5 at 〈r∗〉, implies some angular momentum loss
due to gravitational torques. The figure shows that αA < 0 around
〈r∗〉 which indicates that large-scale advection is spinning up the
1 Defining the external fluid relative to the star implies an indirect potential
associated with stellar motion, but this vanishes when performing azimuthal
averages.
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Figure 1. Case 1: contours of log (ρ/ρ∗) in the star’s equatorial plane at four snapshots during the initial collapse. Thick lines delineate ρ = ρ∗.
star, but αG + αA ∼ 0.2 > 0, implying that gravitational spin-down
torques outweigh the effect of accretion, thereby preventing spin-up
and leading to spin-down. The numerical viscosity is estimated to
be αN ∼ 0.03 near ρ  ρ∗ and is therefore negligible.
We also explicitly solve for the gravitational potential ∗ asso-
ciated with ρ > ρ∗ and find a positive torque exerted by the star on
the external fluid, as shown in Fig. 4. This torque is concentrated
near 〈r∗〉. Together with the contour plots in Fig. 2, this is consistent
with prominent m = 2 spirals in the density field being responsible
for spinning down the star.
4.1.2 Long-term evolution
We ran Case 1 until the stellar spin approached a steady state.
Its evolution is summarized in Fig. 5. Note that the early phase
discussed previously, when most variation in stellar spin occurs,
coincides with the time when the predicted disc is undefined.
Between 11  t  26, s/b is highly variable but settles to 
0.5 at t = 34. Between 39  t  74, it decreases at a negligible
rate compared to 7.7  t  11. Most of the variation in T/|W|
also diminishes after t = 26. Note that s/b and T/|W| become
relatively constant as Md/M∗ increases.
The stellar spin angular momentum behaves similarly. There is
no appreciable change in js relative to t  11 after disc formation.
However, between 11  t  20, the orbital angular momentum
increases by two orders of magnitude (comparing jo in Figs 2 and
5) from essentially zero to values comparable to js: at t  20, jo 
0.056 and js  0.011.
As Md/M∗ increases from ∼0.3 to ∼0.5, the orbital angular mo-
mentum jo undergoes large oscillations, which are comparable in
magnitude to js. Indeed, we found that the star exhibits complex
orbital motion, and its displacement from the box centre can be
∼0.022rc, larger than its size (〈r∗〉  0.0146rc). Significant orbital
motion coincides with disc formation.
The evolutionary plots suggest that the disc inhibits changes to
stellar spin. Instead, its interaction with the disc leads to orbital
motion. This is consistent with a Fourier analysis of the surface
density shown in Fig. 6.2 During the self-limited spin-up phase (t <
11), the m = 2 mode is dominant in the external medium to the
2 As the predicted disc does not develop until t  20, strictly speaking,
amplitudes prior to this time are not disc modes but simply that of the
external medium.
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Figure 2. Evolution of stellar properties for Case 1 during the initial col-
lapse phase. The top panel shows the spin-to-breakup frequency ratio (solid
line) and the ratio of kinetic to potential energy (dashed line). The bottom
panel shows the orbital angular momentum (solid line) and spin angular
momentum (dashed line). Note the different scales used in the left-hand and
right-hand vertical axes.
Figure 3. Case 1 early-phase spin-down: non-dimensionalized, azimuthally
averaged angular momentum fluxes due to the large-scale advection, self-
gravity and Reynolds stresses. |R − R∗| denotes the cylindrical distance
away from the star. The vertical line is 〈r∗〉 = 0.0146rc. This snapshot
corresponds to the bottom right-hand contour plot in Fig. 1.
Figure 4. Case 1 early-phase spin-down. Azimuthally averaged, non-
dimensionalized torque exerted by the star on its surroundings. The region
0.015rc corresponds to the star.
star. The m = 1 mode overtakes m = 2 at t ∼ 15, which is when
jo begins to increase. After t  20, the disc forms a strong m =
1 asymmetry. The dominance of the m = 1 mode coincides with
the limited evolution in stellar spin, but large amplitudes in orbital
motion.
Early theoretical work shows that an m = 1 lopsided overdensity
causes stellar orbital motion about the system’s centre of mass
(Adams, Ruden & Shu 1989; Heemskerk, Papaloizou & Savonije
Figure 5. Case 1: evolution of the disc-to-star mass ratio (top panel) and
the same stellar properties shown in Fig. 2 (middle and bottom panels) over
the entire simulation. Note the different scales used for the left-hand and
right-hand vertical axes.
Figure 6. Case 1: evolution of non-axisymmetric modes in the surface
density of a region of cylindrical radius 0.25rc and thickness 0.025rc about
the star. Fourier amplitudes were integrated from a cylindrical radius of
0.02 to 0.25rc away from the star and then normalized by the axisymmetric
amplitude.
1992). In those studies, the star is treated as a point mass, so star–
disc torques can only affect the star’s orbital motion. Although we
model the star as a finite-sized polytrope, and thus have an associated
spin angular momentum, the angular momentum exchange between
the star and the m = 1 dominated disc is still in orbital angular
momentum. Changes to the spin angular momentum are apparently
inhibited.
Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the dimensionless mass-accretion
rate. During the very early stages (t  7), that is, the initial spin-
up phase, ξ sim ∼ 4 and roughly constant (recall the initialization
parameter ξ = 5.58). ξ sim <ξ since the core has angular momentum,
so spherically symmetric collapse cannot occur. The sharp drop in
ξ sim in 7  t  10 coincides with spin-down. As the star loses
angular momentum to the immediate surroundings, the latter gains
angular momentum, inhibiting accretion. However, once the star-
on-disc torque is reduced (because the star has spun down and
become more axisymmetric), material can again fall in and ξ sim
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Figure 7. Case 1: non-dimensionalized mass-accretion rate. The large peak
at t  12 may be an artefact from numerical time-derivatives.
Figure 8. Case 1 towards the end of the simulation. The colour-bar indicates
log ρ/ρ∗ in the star’s equatorial plane. The inner black line indicates ρ = ρ∗
and the outer white circle indicates the disc-edge Rk.
rises (10  t  20). When the stellar spin is in steady state, ξ sim <
ξ , but remains of the order of unity. The lower ξ sim may result
from the fact that at later times, the disc is lopsided and is not well
described by accretion from a spherical cloud on to an axisymmetric
disc.
4.1.3 Structure and angular momentum transport at late stages
In order to understand why spin evolution is inhibited on time-scales
beyond the early phase, we analyse the disc structure, while js and
s/b remain approximately constant. Figs 8 and 9, respectively,
show the density field in real and Fourier space at t = 68.7. At the
chosen snapshot, the star has size 〈r∗〉 0.0116rc and the theoretical
disc radius is Rk  0.1rc. Note that the lopsided disc is contained
within Rk. We do not expect a sharp cut-off in Fourier amplitudes
beyond Rk because the non-axisymmetric disc distorts the material
beyond Rk.
We see that m = 1 dominates the outer  40 per cent of the
disc, corresponding to the lopsided density in the contour plot. The
lopsided disc behaves like a binary companion to the star, causing
Figure 9. Case 1 towards the end of the simulation: Fourier amplitudes of
non-axisymmetric modes in surface density, corresponding to the snapshot
in Fig. 8. The vertical line indicates the predicted disc radius Rk.
the star to orbit about their common centre of mass. We do not
expect, nor find, this motion to alter stellar spin. The fact that m = 1
is dominant towards the outer disc edge is favourable for inducing
orbital motion because it acts like a lever arm.
Close to the star, m = 2 dominates, but the contour plot shows
spiral arms that are thin and much less prominent than those identi-
fied during initial collapse (Fig. 1). The two arms also have different
densities (reducing the amplitude of m = 2 symmetry). Well beyond
the disc-edge Rk, m = 2 again dominates, but this low-density core
material here is not expected to have significant impact on the stel-
lar spin because the total mass in this region is small and because
the star appears more axisymmetric as the m = 2 component of its
potential decays with distance.
The limited spin evolution is due to ineffective gravitational cou-
pling between the star and the disc. For a disc with m-fold symmetry,
a qualitative representation of its instantaneous surface density is
 ∼ A sinmφ + B cosmφ, (17)
and for a star whose potential is dominated by k-fold symmetry, we
can write
∗ ∼ A∗ sin kφ + B∗ cos kφ, (18)
where A, B, A∗ and B∗ are real functions of radius. The instan-
taneous torque per unit area exerted on the disc by the star is
T = −∂φ∗. Hence, for a disc dominated by the m = 1 mode
and a stellar potential with k = 2 symmetry (Fig. 8), we expect
〈T 〉φ ∼ 0.
In other words, there is very little torque if the two components
do not share the same symmetry (m = k). Physically, this is because
there is no resonance, so for half the azimuth the torque is opposite
in sign to the other half, and averages to zero. We expect a much re-
duced self-gravity angular momentum flux across the stellar surface
in such situations.
Fig. 10 shows azimuthally averaged angular momentum fluxes
for the chosen snapshot. The self-gravity flux is αG  0.05 near
〈r∗〉 and is an order of magnitude smaller than at t = 9.25 (Fig. 3),
indicating ineffective gravitational spin-down. This is consistent
with the limited spin evolution observed during this time and the
fact that the star is much more axisymmetric than its bar-like shape
at t  11, thus more difficult to spin down.
We find that limited spin evolution is also correlated to significant
motion of the star, induced by the m = 1 mode. We now examine a
system with a smaller disc-to-star mass ratio and consequently less
orbital motion of the star.
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Figure 10. Case 1: non-dimensionalized, azimuthally averaged angular mo-
mentum flux towards the end of the simulation. The vertical line is 〈r∗〉. The
advective flux is ∼ − 0.5 and beyond the scale of this plot.
Figure 11. Case 2: evolution of the disc-to-star mass ratio (top panel),
the stellar spin and kinetic-to-potential energy ratio (middle panel) and the
angular momenta (bottom panel). Note the different scales used on the
left-hand and right-hand vertical axes.
4.2 Case 2
This case has m = 2 as the dominant non-axisymmetric mode
throughout the simulation. Case 2 has parameters ξ = 2.74 (A =
2.8), h = 0.1 and q = 0.01. A lower ξ corresponds to a smaller core
and disc mass compared to Case 1. Increasing q corresponds to a
larger star initially. Again, we wait until the star is well resolved at
the finest grid level before making measurements. The star size 〈r∗〉
is typically resolved by at least 30 cells.
4.2.1 Star–disc evolution
Fig. 11 shows the evolution of disc mass and stellar properties. The
phase t  23 is similar to t  11 of Case 1. There is an initial rapid
increase in s/b, up to s  0.51b, followed by rapid spin-down,
abruptly stopping at s  0.498b. However, unlike Case 1, for
t > 23, there is a notable, almost monotonic, decrease in s/b.
Note the plateau in spin frequency around t  65, which coincides
with increase in orbital motion (see below) when the disc becomes
somewhat massive (Md ∼ 0.08M∗). Like Case 1 though, T/|W|
remains fairly constant. The final spin frequency s  0.482b
Figure 12. Evolution of non-axisymmetric modes in the surface density of
the material external to the star. Fourier amplitudes were integrated over a
cylindrical distance [0.04, 0.25]rc away from the star and then normalized
by the axisymmetric amplitude.
Figure 13. Case 2: the dimensionless mass-accretion rate. Note that our
measurements begin after the central object is well resolved. The initial
phase observed in Case 1, where ξ sim is roughly constant, is not present
because for this simulation, the central object is not yet well resolved during
these very early times.
is not much lower than the maximum value attained during initial
collapse, but the decreasing js suggests that it may further spin down
if the simulation were continued.
The evolution of the spin angular momentum is also much
smoother compared to Case 1. Unlike the previous case, for t 
23, js decreases monotonically, reaching a value ∼10 per cent lower
than the maximum at t  23. Here |jo| remains at least an order
of magnitude smaller than js, with |jo| only growing when the disc
develops (the latter was also seen for Case 1).
At late times, the difference in stellar spin evolution between the
present case and Case 1 is likely due to very different disc properties.
In Case 2, Md/M∗  0.12, smaller than Case 1 by a factor of ∼4. A
disc with large M∗/Md is expected to be stable against the growth
of m = 1 perturbations (Heemskerk et al. 1992), because there is
insufficient disc mass to move the star.
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of non-axisymmetric modes in sur-
face density and is very different from Case 1. Here, the m = 2 mode
remains dominant throughout the simulation. This is consistent with
the idea that the m = 2 mode provides the spin-down torque, while
the m = 1 mode produces orbital motion.
Fig. 13 shows the measured mass-accretion rate. ξ sim is smaller
than Case 1 because of the lower mass core. As before, there is a
drop in the accretion associated with self-limited spin. At late times,
ξ sim is roughly constant but is much smaller than ξ . This could be
because we have a disc which is receiving angular momentum from
the spin-down of the central star. This can be thought of as an
accretion disc with a positive torque applied at the inner boundary
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Figure 14. Case 2: snapshot of log (ρ/ρ∗) in the star’s equatorial plane. The
inner black line indicates ρ = ρ∗ and the outer white line indicates Rk.
Figure 15. Case 2: Fourier amplitudes of non-axisymmetric modes in the
surface density corresponding to Fig. 14. The predicted disc edge is marked
by the vertical line (right-hand panel). The star has an average radius 〈r∗〉 
0.036rc.
(Yuan & Cassen 1985). This effect is absent in Kratter et al. (2010),
where ξ remains close to its initialization value, because in those
simulations, the central object was represented by a sink particle
that was not capable of torquing the disc.
4.2.2 Disc structure and angular momentum flux
We examine Case 2 at t = 59.7, during its long-term spin-down.
Figs 14 and 15 show the density field in real and Fourier space,
respectively. The average radius of the star is 〈r∗〉  0.036rc and
the theoretical disc edge is Rk  0.106rc. The contour plot shows
that the bulk of the disc is within Rk of the star, but it distorts the
region beyond it.
The contour plot clearly shows that the star–disc system has
m = 2 symmetry. Note that the relative Fourier amplitudes are quite
different from Case 1, as the m = 1 mode is never dominant. Instead,
the m = 2 mode dominates most of the disc, and even the region
beyond Rk.
Figure 16. Case 2: non-dimensionalized angular momentum fluxes during
the slow spin-down phase. Top panel: fluxes along the φ = π/4 azimuth
(approximately, the long axis of the star). Bottom panel: fluxes along φ =
3π/4 (approximately, the short axis of the star). In each, the vertical line
indicates the surface of the star along that direction. Note the different scales
used for the two panels.
Figure 17. Case 2: azimuthally averaged torque per unit area exerted on the
disc by the star, during the slow spin-down phase.
This explains why Case 2 experiences spin-down, whereas Case
1 does not. In both cases, the star has m = 2 symmetry, but only
in Case 2 does the disc also have a significant m = 2 amplitude.
Furthermore, the m = 1 amplitude in Case 2 is smaller than that of
Case 1, consistent with limited orbital motion. The lack of a strong
m = 1 mode appears favourable for spin-down via gravitational
torques.
Fig. 16 shows angular momentum fluxes along the long and short
axes of the star in its equatorial plane. In both cases, Reynolds
stresses are negligible compared to gravity or advection. The grav-
ity flux is large, with αG = O(1). Note the sign of the fluxes de-
pends on the azimuthal direction. Averaging the fluxes over the
non-axisymmetric radius where ρ = ρ∗, we found αG ∼ 0.3, αR =
O(10−3) and the large-scale advective flux αA ∼ −0.1. The numer-
ical viscosity is αN = O(10−3). The total non-dimensional flux is
∼0.2, consistent with the observation of spin angular momentum
loss.
We computed the potential ∗ to find the torque exerted by the
star on the surrounding disc, shown in Fig. 17. The torque becomes
negative and large in amplitude towards 0.04rc, or approximately
the stellar surface. This large negative torque might lead to the
impression that the disc is spinning up the star, contradicting the
observed spin-down, but care must be taken when interpreting az-
imuthally averaged, one-dimensional profiles such as Fig. 17. Since
the star–disc interface is non-axisymmetric, there is no single value
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of the radius to represent the star–disc interface. However, the az-
imuthally averaged torque is positive around 0.06rc from the star,
which is certainly in the disc region (see Fig. 14 where this region
has typical densities much lower than the transition density). This
implies a net loss of spin angular momentum from the star to this
disc region.
5 D ISCUSSION
In our simulations, we observe an upper limit to stellar spin that is
below the breakup speed. This limitation occurs during the initial
spin-up of the star. This relies on the ability of the central object to
deform into a non-axisymmetric shape and lose angular momentum
to its surroundings by exerting gravitational torques on the external
medium.
Consider a rotating, axisymmetric self-gravitating fluid body of
mass M, angular momentum J and radius a in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the spin axis. We define the dimensionless angular momentum
as
R ≡ J√
GM3a
. (19)
Now, specializing to a Maclaurin spheroid with angular momentum
J = (2/5)a2ωM, where ω is the uniform spin angular frequency, the
dimensionless parameter R for the Maclaurin spheroid is
R = 2
5
(
ω
/√
GM
a3
)
≡ RMac. (20)
If RMac  0.278, triaxial equilibrium with uniform rotation is pos-
sible (Yuan & Cassen 1985). The quantity in the square brackets
is equivalent to our spin parameter s/b. If we increase RMac
from a small value, the Maclaurin spheroid will exceed the critical
value above before it reaches the breakup speed (at which point
RMac = 0.4), that is, it may become non-axisymmetric before fly-
ing apart. Obviously, our central object is not a Maclaurin spheroid,
but inserting the observed maximum spin for Case 1, s/b ∼ 0.55,
yields RMac = 0.22, which is not too different from 0.278.
This analysis makes an important point which, together with our
our simulations, suggests that the maximum stellar spin may be
determined largely by the critical value of R (or s/b), beyond
which instabilities in the rotating object produce non-axisymmetric
deformations. As soon as this occurs, the object may torque the sur-
rounding disc and lose angular momentum to it. The transition from
Maclaurin spheroids to Jacobi ellipsoids (Chandrasekhar 1969) at
R = 0.278 is one example, but in general the critical value will
depend on the properties of the central object, such as its EOS (Os-
triker & Bodenheimer 1973). We may think of objects with lower
critical values ofR as being easier to deform and will likely be lim-
ited to smaller maximum spin rates. For example, our compressible
star with smaller RMac is easier to deform than the incompressible
Maclaurin spheroid.
In our simulations, we treat the star as a simple n = 3/2 poly-
trope, but this is obviously an oversimplification of true protostellar
structure, which will in general depend on its mass and evolution-
ary state. Even if we were to include a more realistic treatment of
the EOS for stellar material, our limited resolution would make it
impossible to study the star’s deformation in anything but a very
schematic manner. Such a study is beyond the scope of this pa-
per, but due to this limitation we should be cautious about putting
too much weight on the exact numerical values we compute for
the gravitational spin-down torque. Our general conclusions that
the initial spin-up is self-limited to well below breakup, and that a
prominent m = 2 mode in the surrounding disc is capable of pro-
viding a further, long-term spin-down torque, should be robust. In
particular, it is important to note that the argument we have given
above is completely dimensionless and does not depend in any way
on the true physical sizes of protostars or their discs.
A related issue is the degree of deformation needed for effective
angular momentum exchange between the star and its surroundings.
In our simulation, the density changes smoothly across the star–disc
interface, whereas, in reality, the radiation from both the accretion
shock and the stellar surface reduces the entropy of stellar material
well below that of disc material. This causes stellar matter to be far
denser than the matter in the disc immediately outside the star, an ef-
fect that we miss because our simulations are non-radiative. A larger
density contrast would make the star’s gravitational field stronger
and would therefore increase the effectiveness of gravitational an-
gular momentum transport relative to that in our simulations. As a
result, real stars probably spin down more effectively than we have
found and require less non-axisymmetry to achieve the same torque
(cf. Yuan & Cassen 1985). Thus, a more realistic treatment of stellar
structure may actually strengthen the effect we have identified.
5.1 Numerical issues
The issue of numerical viscosity was not discussed in detail, which
could be important for numerical studies of rotating fluids in a
Cartesian box. Angular momentum conservation can be violated
near the centre of the rotating fluid. However, we have recalculated
spin angular momenta excluding the innermost few cells and found
negligible effect on their evolution. In addition, lower resolution
runs were performed which yield similar angular momentum evo-
lution. We are thus confident that the observed correlation between
spin evolution and the evolution of disc modes is a physical result.
We have focused on only two simulation runs. Although insuffi-
cient to predict stellar spin evolution as a function of the problem
parameters, our results provide a useful guide to future numerical
studies. We expect discs that develop prominent global m = 2 spirals
to be most effective at spinning down the star through gravitational
torques, because the star will usually have the same symmetry.
5.2 Additional caveats
It should be noted that the physics in our problem setup are highly
simplified. The dynamical range covered in our simulations does not
correspond to an entire, realistic star–disc system. This discrepancy
could potentially limit the applicability of our results to realistic
star–disc systems.
One issue is that if the star-on-disc torque is most significantly
close to the stellar surface, then such torques will be ineffective if
there exists a significant gap between the star and the inner disc
edge. A gap may be caused by magnetic fields for low-mass stars.
However, using the model of Matt & Pudritz (2005), one finds that
for massive stars the truncation radius is actually inside the star, im-
plying no gap (Rosen, Krumholz & Ramirez-Ruiz, in preparation).
Gravitational torques may then play a role. In addition, if gravita-
tional torques are a result of a high protostar spin rate, which enables
triaxiality, then material must have fallen on to the star, adding to its
angular momentum in the first place. The smooth star–disc bound-
ary in our simulations is then self-consistent with limiting spin via
gravitational torques in the early stages of collapse.
Finally, although we have demonstrated the existence of star–
disc torques, we caution that the exact magnitudes of the torques
will likely depend on the structure of the disc, which can in turn
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be modified by magnetic fields and radiation. We have not included
these effects, and in their presence, the true spins of stars undergoing
gravitational torque-regulated spin-up as they form will likely be
quantitatively different from what we have found, but our general
conclusions should hold.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
We performed hydrodynamic simulations of the collapse of an
isothermal cloud leading to the formation of a disc with a dense
central object. We focused on the evolution of the central object’s
spin and its relation to disc properties.
We find that the initial spin-up of the central object does not ex-
ceed ∼50 per cent of its breakup speed because increasing spin also
increases its deformation into a bar-like object (possibly through
an instability), on which the external material exerts a negative
torque. Spin-down occurs over a period that is short compared to
star formation time-scales.
We also find that when the surrounding disc develops a dominant
m = 1 disturbance, the central object’s spin evolution is inhib-
ited, and large orbital motions are induced by the disc. Our exper-
iments suggest, perhaps counter-intuitively, that massive discs are
less able to provide long-term gravitational spin-down torques on
a star because such discs are prone to developing m = 1 lopsided
modes.
Although spin-down was observed over the simulation time-scale
for systems with m = 2 symmetry, the spin-down rate is small com-
pared to that during the earliest phase of collapse. The precise value
of this upper limit may depend on the internal structure of the central
object in ways that we have not explored. In general, we expect that
structures that are easier to deform, in the sense that a smaller spin-
to-breakup frequency ratio is needed to allow non-axisymmetry,
will yield smaller maximum spin rates than structures that require
larger spin-to-breakup frequencies to become non-axisymmetric.
An upper limit to the spin rate has important implications for
stellar evolution. Strong rotational mixing may occur for large spin
rates and allow the star to bypass the red giant phase (Yoon & Langer
2005; Woosley & Heger 2006). The critical spin rate found by
Woosley & Heger is 40 per cent of breakup. As another example,
Ekstro¨m et al. (2008) found that high rotation (40–70 per cent
breakup) can increase metal production in initially metal-free stars.
However, if gravitational torques limit stellar spin to 50 per cent
of breakup, strong rotational mixing or increased metal production
may be difficult to achieve because once the star reaches the main
sequence, stellar winds provide further spin-down. A maximum
stellar spin set by gravitational torques can be used to constrain the
parameter space for stellar evolution calculations.
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